In this paper, we develop a unique index of investor sentiment (henceforth, SENT) by estimating a latent factor from the returns on lottery-like stocks. This index provides a novel proxy for stock market sentiment while at the same time enabling new insights into the relationship between investor behavior and returns. We find that (1) SENT more closely tracks anecdotal accounts of investor sentiment over our sample period than previously constructed indicators; (2) the index predicts implied volatility, media pessimism, and stock returns; and (3) the predictive effects of sentiment with regard to stock returns are asymmetric in that they are negative, large in magnitude, and highly significant during peak-to-trough episodes of investor sentiment (sentiment contractions), but often positive and small in magnitude during trough-to-peak episodes (sentiment expansions). This third result, the main new finding in our paper, matches the theoretical predictions of investor sentiment outlined in Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) and holds for a broad cross-section of speculative stocks and for the market overall.
We compile SENT through a dynamic factor model from the returns on lotterylike stocks. Stocks with lottery-like characteristics are used as individual investors are attracted to their speculative features (Kumar (2009)) , while the dynamic factor model allows for the construction of a latent common component in levels from a group of return series. Thus, the econometric framework yields a new sentiment proxy (SENT) that is easily comparable to anecdotal accounts of investor behavior over the sample period and other sentiment aggregates.
Our index, which increases with investor optimism and decreases with pessimism, is highly positively correlated with the sentiment measure of Baker and Wurgler (2006) (henceforth, BWsent) and is inversely related to the VIX stock market fear gauge and the media pessimism proxy (henceforth, Pessimism) of Tetlock (2007) . 1 The similarities between SENT and these other measures validate our index as a proxy of investor sentiment. Yet over the sample period, our index more accurately tracks speculative episodes than BWsent, the VIX, or Pessimism. Indeed, using the Bry and Boschan (1971) algo- 1 The overall patterns of SENT and BWsent are substantially similar as the correlation coefficient between the two measures is large in magnitude at 0.588 and significant at the one percent level. The correlation coefficients between SENT and the VIX is -0.235 while the correlation between SENT and Pessimism is -0.292. Both of these coefficients are significant at the one percent level.
rithm, we date the turning points in SENT. We find that these turning points are nearly identical to those documented qualitatively by Baker and Wurgler (2006) from historical records and also lead the turning points found using BWsent, the VIX, and Pessimism.
Thus, our index appears to capture investor behavior via different channels than previously developed indicators that allow for a more accurate timing of stock sentiment episodes.
Using our index, we study the effects of stock market sentiment on returns. Like previous empirical studies, we find that high sentiment predicts low future returns over our entire sample period; suggesting that rational arbitrageurs eventually correct sentimentbased mis-pricings for the overall sample.
2 Yet the crux of our investigation is the examination of the predictive effects of investor sentiment during disparate time periods. This analysis is motivated by the asymmetric behavior of sophisticated investors over boom and bust episodes. For example, Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) find that hedge funds
were not a corrective force during the technology bubble in the late 1990s and did not begin to reduce their long positions in tech stocks until September of 1999.
3 Thus, these anecdotal accounts suggest that sophisticated investors do not always act as a corrective influence in the presence of a sentiment based mispricing. To examine these qualitative findings empirically, we study the predictive effects of our index, SENT, during sentiment expansions and contractions. In sentiment expansions (trough-to-peak episodes of investor sentiment), we find that an increase in sentiment predicts higher returns, but that the effect is relatively small in magnitude. During sentiment contractions (peakto-trough episodes of investor sentiment), however, high sentiment predicts low future returns. These latter predictive effects are large in magnitude, highly significant, and hold for a broad cross-section of stocks as well as the market overall.
Our main new finding implies that sentiment and future returns are positive but 2 Baker and Wurgler (2007) provide an overview of papers that examine sentiment in the stock market. See also Lim and Brooks (2010) 
3 The tech bubble then popped in March of 2000. Similarly, Temin and Voth (2004) and Brunnermeier (2009) contend that sophisticated investors built long positions in highly speculative securities rather than trading against the expanding bubbles associated with South Sea episode in 1720 or the housing boom in the 2000s.
weakly related during sentiment expansions and negative and strongly related during contractions. In other words, the predictive effects of sentiment are asymmetric. These asymmetric predictive effects closely correspond with the theoretical framework of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) . Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) build a model where rational arbitrageurs face a synchronization problem that prevents them from immediately attacking a sentiment induced mispricing or bubble. Since the presence of the bubble is never common knowledge, each rational arbitrageur must predict when each other trader will bet against the mispricing. This allows price to differ from value for finite time periods. In equilibrium, Abreu and Brunnermeier find that rational speculators have a profit incentive to ride the bubble before trying to exit just before the crash. Hence, rational speculators build long positions in speculative securities as sentiment expands and then attempt to exit the market before pessimism takes hold; yielding an asymmetric relationship between sentiment and returns across boom and bust episodes that is congruent with our empirical results.
A number of other studies have empirically considered the relationship between investor sentiment and stock returns. Baker and Wurgler (2007) provide an overview of this literature. In general, these papers assume that the predictive effects of investor sentiment are homogeneous over the entire sample and find that high sentiment relates to low future returns. While our work is similar to these previous studies, we extend the literature by considering the effects of a novel sentiment index on returns over sentiment expansions and contractions. Furthermore, other papers, such as Baker and Wurgler (2006) and Stambaugh, Yu, and Yuan (2012) , consider the predictive effects of high and low investor sentiment relative to the mean or median. Although these papers are related to our work, they are decidedly different as sentiment can be above average (or above the median) during both a sentiment expansion and a sentiment contraction. Lastly, our econometric methodology builds on a large set of recent papers that employ dynamic factor models within macroeconomics and financial economics. These studies use dynamic factor models to extract a relevant common component from set of key variables.
5 Our work is similar to this literature as we extract a latent sentiment proxy from a key set of return series that possess lottery-like characteristics.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: We describe the data in section 1; sections 2 and 3 cover the estimation and interpretation of our sentiment measure; section 4 discusses the sentiment contractions and expansions; sections 5 and 6 outline the predictive regressions; 7 provides an interpretation of the results; and 8 concludes.
The Data
We consider the returns on lottery-like stocks to measure investor sentiment. These stocks are speculative securities with high betas. In other words, they are high risk, high reward. Kumar (2009) finds that individual investors, the investors most associated with agent sentiment, are attracted to stocks with lottery-like characteristics.
More specifically, our dataset includes the difference in returns between stocks that do not pay dividends and those that do (henceforth, Div), companies with earnings less than or equal to zero and those with positive earnings (henceforth, Earn), and small and large firms (henceforth, Size). A small (large) firm is defined as one whose market cap is in the bottom (upper) 20 percent. Equal weighted returns on low momentum firms (henceforth, Lowmom) are also used to represent companies in distress. We classify firms whose returns are in the bottom ten percent for the previous two to twelve months as having low momentum. Data on these series runs from July 1951 to September 2009.
In general, lottery-like stocks have less information available which allows investors to defend a wide range of valuations. These stocks are also risky to arbitrage due to their high idiosyncratic volatility (Wurgler and Zhuravskaya (2002) ). Together, these characteristics make lottery-like stocks speculative in nature. Table 1 shows the summary statistics for the aforementioned series. For comparison purposes, the summary statistics for the S&P500 are also included. Div, Earn, and
Size all have lower average returns than the S&P500, but higher standard deviations.
Lowmom is the most volatile series and produces the largest average monthly returns at 0.790 percent. Moreover, Lowmom yields the largest maximum monthly return at 65.030 percent; this is about five times as large as the maximum monthly return on the S&P500.
Similarly, the maximum monthly returns on Div, Earn, and Size are also quite high. The large maximum monthly returns for the these stocks are indicative of their lottery-like nature.
[Insert Table 1 About Here] Table 2 presents the correlation coefficients between Div, Earn, Size, and Lowmom.
All four variables are highly correlated. Div and Earn are the most closely related with a correlation coefficient of 0.86, while the relationship between Size and Lowmom is weakest with a correlation of 0.62.
[Insert Table 2 About Here]
Other Investor Sentiment Measures
We consider three common stock sentiment measures used in the literature: Baker and The VIX index captures the implied volatility from S&P500 options. Practitioners consider the VIX index to be a measure of investor fear (Whaley 2000) . We use the old 6 We obtain BWsent from Jeffrey Wurgler's website.
formula traded under the symbol VXO as it has a longer sample dating back to 1986. The data for the VIX was downloaded from the Chicago Board Options Exchange (CBOE).
We average over days to obtain the VIX at the monthly frequency. High values in the VIX index imply high investor fear, and vice versa.
We also construct a measure of media pessimism using the Wall Street Journal column "Abreast of the Market" as in Tetlock (2007 (Shiller (2006) ). This tech bubble burst in March of 2000. Below we compare the turning points of SENT to these episodes; this will help us validate our index as a measure of investor sentiment.
Stock Market Data
We consider a number of stock portfolios to study the predictive effects of investor sentiment. First, decile portfolios are formed based on the following firm characteristics:
7 See the references in Baker and Wurgler (2006) for a more detailed analysis of these episodes.
Volatility, age, book-equity over market-equity (BE/ME), dividends, earnings, size, and momentum. Then we create long-short portfolios where we compare the returns across deciles. More specifically, we consider (1) the returns on high volatility stocks minus those on low volatility stocks (henceforth, σ), where a stock has high (low) volatility if its previous 2-12 month standard deviation of returns is in the upper (lower) 30 percent of all stocks; (2) the returns on young stocks minus those on old stocks (henceforth, Age), where a stock is young (old) if its age from the first month that it is listed in the CRSP is in the bottom (top) three deciles; (3) the Fama-French HML factor; (4) the returns on medium value stocks minus those on low value stocks based on book-equity over marketequity, where a stock is medium (low) valued if its BE/ME ratio is in deciles 4, 5, 6, or 7 (1, 2, or 3) of all stocks; (5) the returns on stocks that do not pay dividends less those that do (Div); (6) the returns on stocks with earnings less than zero minus those with positive earnings (Earn); (7) the Fama-French SMB factor; (8) the Fama-French MKT factor (excess market returns); (9) returns on high momentum stocks minus those on medium momentum stocks, where a stock has high (medium) momentum if its returns in the previous 2-12 months are in deciles 8, 9, or 10 (4, 5, 6, or 7) of all stocks; and (10) the returns on medium momentum stocks less those on low momentum stocks.
Portfolios based on size, earnings, dividends, book-equity over market-equity, and momentum are from Kenneth French's website. We compile the portfolios based on age and volatility from the CRSP database using share codes 10 and 11. Portfolios include all stocks listed on the NYSE, NASDAQ, and AMEX.
Other Data
A number of macroeconomic variables including industrial production, durable and nondurable consumption, and the BAA-AAA corporate bond spread are used as controls.
These series are obtained from the FRED economic database of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. We also control for the monthly volatility of the S&P500. The monthly volatility is calculated by taking the standard deviation of the daily S&P500 returns.
Estimation of the Sentiment Index
We construct SENT from the return portfolios based on dividends, earnings, low momentum, and firm size through a dynamic factor model with Bayesian estimation. Dynamic factor analysis is used as it allows us to extract an unobserved common component in levels from our set of return series (log-differenced prices). Thus, by utilizing dynamic factor techniques, we can create a levels sentiment index that can subsequently be used in empirical tests and compared to related aggregates of investor behavior.
Although dynamic factor models are common in empirical macroeconomics, they are used less frequently in the financial literature. Ludvigson and Ng (2009) produce one financial application. They extract a common factor from standard macro variables and use this factor to predict the bond risk premium. Another application to finance is provided by Chauvet and Potter (2000) . They use a dynamic factor model to develop coincident and leading indicators for the stock market.
8 In appendix A, we describe the dynamic factor model and its estimation in more detail.
Before we estimate the dynamic factor model, we orthogonalize the return series (Div, Earn, Size, and Lowmom) to macroeconomic indicators and measures of time-varying risk in the stock and bond markets using the following regression:
Where r it represents each of the return series, Div, Earn, Size, and Lowmom. We orthogonalize each return series to growth in industrial production (IN DP RO), consumer durables (IP DCON GD), consumer nondurables (IP N CON GD), the one month Treasury Rate (T REAS), and a dummy variable for NBER recessions (N BER). These factors allow us to control for broad macroeconomic effects. We also control for the S&P500 monthly volatility (sp500vol) and the BAA-AAA corporate spread (BAA − AAA). sp500vol and BAA − AAA allow us to control for time-varying risk in the stock and bond markets.
We estimate the dynamic factor model and derive our sentiment index, the unobserved common factor, using the residuals, the ε it 's, from the regression described in equation 1.
We label our index as SENT. SENT is standardized to have zero mean and unit variance.
High values in our index correspond to high sentiment times, and vice versa.
SENT as a Measure of Investor Sentiment
We interpret SENT as a measure of sentiment as it is constructed from the returns on portfolios favored by individual investors; closely tracks investor behavior over the sample period; is positively correlated with known proxies of investor optimism; and is inversely related to investor fear and media pessimism. [Insert Figure 1 About Here]
Moreover, Shiller (2006) argues that sentiment jumped in the early 1980s and has remained high ever since. The plot of our sentiment measure in figure 1 matches Shiller's assertion as SENT was markedly higher and above average (above zero) for most of the sample after 1978.
One potential concern in the use of return data for the construction of our index may be that SENT is just reflecting its underlying components and not an unobserved common factor. To alleviate these doubts, we calculate the correlation coefficients between SENT and Div, Earn, Lowmom, and Size. Table 2 displays the results. Clearly, SENT is largely unrelated to its components as the largest correlation coefficient occurs between SENT and Size with a value of just 0.05 that is not statistically significant. Thus, our index appears to capture a common factor that differs substantially from the raw underlying returns but is strongly related to the shared speculative episodes surrounding those returns.
SENT versus other Investor Sentiment Indicators
To further validate SENT as a measure of investor sentiment, we compare it to other behavioral proxies. We first make the comparison graphically. Figure 2 shows the plot of SENT versus BWsent. The overall pattern between the two series is strikingly similar.
Both series rise during sentiment booms and fall as bear markets take hold. Furthermore, both series match the speculative episodes described in Baker and Wurgler (2006) (2000)).
[Insert Figure 3 About Here]
In figure 4, we graph SENT versus Pessimism. Pessimism is multiplied by (−1) to ensure that the series falls as news stories become more negative. Even though Pessimism*(−1) is volatile over the sample period, it did peak around the start of the bear markets in 1987, 1990, and 2000 . Furthermore, Pessimism*(−1) shares a similar pattern with SENT. Most noticeably, the two series spiked around the tech bubble in
2000. Yet during this episode SENT peaked first while Pessimism*(−1) hit its high point after the onset of the bear market. This suggests that SENT leads Pessimism.
[Insert Figure 4 About Here] Table 3 shows the correlations between SENT and the other behavioral indicators.
All of the coefficients have the expected sign. SENT and BWsent are closely related with a correlation coefficient of 0.588 that is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. Our sentiment proxy is also negatively related to the VIX index. Lastly, SENT and Pessimism are negatively correlated and thus suggesting that media pessimism is low when sentiment is high.
[Insert Table 3 About Here]
In table 4, we present regression results where we use our index to predict the other behavioral indicators. Overall, SENT predicts the other proxies in the expected direction:
High levels of SENT lead to high levels in BWsent, lower levels in the VIX index (investor fear), and low media pessimism. All of the regression coefficients on SENT are significant at the one percent level. Thus, SENT acts as a leading indicator. Moreover, SENT has more predictive power when BWsent is the dependent variable as the R 2 is largest for this regression. This latter result is not surprising as SENT and BWsent are similar in shape.
[Insert Table 4 About Here]
In sum, the figures and regression results in this section suggest that SENT is related to BWsent, the VIX, and media pessimism, but acts as a leading indicator and more closely tracks speculative episodes of investor behavior.
Sentiment Contractions and Expansions
Above we compared SENT to the sentiment indicators graphically and through predictive regressions. In this section, the Bry and Boschan (1971) algorithm is used to date the quantitative turning points that represent sentiment contractions and expansions. 9 We undertake this analysis so that we can quantitatively compare the peaks and troughs in our index and related indicators to the highs and lows associated with notable sentiment episodes over the sample period and later study the predictive effects of our index during disparate time periods. Overall, the results from this section show that the cycles in SENT almost exactly match anecdotal accounts of speculative episodes and lead the cycles in the other behavioral indicators.
The Bry and Boschan algorithm is a set of conditional rules used to determine the cycles and turning points in a time series. Pagan and Sossounov (2003) employ the Bry and Boschan algorithm to date bull and bear markets. We outline the exact rules for the algorithm in appendix B. Future research may find our analysis in this section helpful as we provide specific dates for sentiment contractions and expansions over the sample period.
We apply the Bry and Boschan algorithm to SENT, BWsent, VIX*(−1), and Pessimism*(−1).
As previously noted, the VIX and Pessimism are multiplied by (−1) so they fall as fear [Insert Table 5 About Here]
Overall, the dates of the sentiment contractions listed in table 5 for SENT are nearly identical to those described anecdotally by Baker and Wurgler (2006) and Pessimism*(−1) as these series are much more volatile.
The 1990s technology bubble was the largest sentiment boom and bust over our sample period and is only comparable to the stock market mania in the 1920s (Shiller (2006) ). Overall, the analysis from this section indicates that SENT closely tracks anecdotal 10 BWsent was the only sentiment indicator available prior to 1984.
accounts of investor behavior and provides accurate dates for sentiment turning points over the sample period. Below, we use the dates for contractions and expansions in SENT to examine the asymmetric predictive effects of investor sentiment.
Predictive Return Regressions
In this section, we run regressions to determine the predictive power of sentiment on future returns in a model-based framework over our entire sample period. We regress the 10 aforementioned long-short portfolios on SENT t−1 using data from September 1951 to August 2009. This will give us the average predictive relationship between SENT and returns for the whole sample. In line with previous work, we include the three FamaFrench factors and a momentum factor as controls. The model becomes
where z t represents any one of the ten long-short portfolios. As usual, MKT, SMB, HML, and UMD are the market, small minus big, high value minus low value, and the momentum factors, respectively. If one of the controls is the dependent variable, we exclude it from the set of regressors. Table 6 shows the results. Bootstrapped p-values are listed in parentheses.
[Insert Table 6 About Here]
The coefficient on SENT t−1 is significant when the long-short portfolios based on age, BE/ME, dividends, earnings, or momentum are the dependent variables. For these regressions, the coefficient on SENT t−1 has the expected sign. Thus, high sentiment predicts low returns for (1) young stocks; (2) low value stocks based on BE/ME (e.g. Overall, the predictive results in table 6 are similar to those found in earlier studies when the Fama-French and momentum factors are included as additional controls.
6 Asymmetric Predictive Regressions
Above we studied the average predictive effects of investor sentiment over our entire sample period. In this section, we examine the predictive power of SENT during sentiment expansions and contractions. This will allow us to test for asymmetric effects. As noted above, we define a sentiment contraction as a time of diminishing investor sentiment or a peak-to-trough episode in SENT. The dates for the sentiment contractions are listed in the left most panel of table 5.
To study the relationship between our index and returns during sentiment contractions and expansions we use the following regression model:
where z t is any one of the long-short portfolios described above and SENT Contr t−1 equals SENT t−1 during a sentiment contraction and 0 otherwise. Hence, the total effect of sentiment on returns during a contraction will be the sum of the coefficients on SENT t−1
and SENT

Contr t−1
(β 1 + β 2 ), while the predictive effect of sentiment on returns during an expansion will be captured just by the coefficient on SENT t−1 (β 1 ). Below we augment the model and control for the Fama-French factors and momentum. (β 1 + β 2 ). In the far right column, the p-value from the F-statistic that tests the null that hypothesis that β 1 + β 2 = 0 is listed in parentheses.
[Insert Table 7 About Here]
In general, the coefficients on SENT t−1 , SENT speculative stocks and for the market overall, the predictive effects of sentiment are positive but relatively small in magnitude during sentiment expansions (as evinced by the coefficient on SENT t−1 ), but negative and large in magnitude during sentiment contractions (β 1 + β 2 in the far right column). Thus, the predictive effects of investor sentiment are asymmetric. For a specific example, consider the long-short portfolio based on Age.
During sentiment expansions, a one standard deviation increase in SENT leads to an increase in returns of 0.025 percent for the next month that is statistically significant at the 1 percent level. In marked contrast, a one standard deviation increase in SENT during contractions leads to a decrease in returns of 0.025 − 0.083 = −0.059 percent for the next month that is significant at the 1 percent level. Thus, high sentiment leads to low returns only during sentiment contractions, while an increase in SENT predicts higher future returns during sentiment expansions. Moreover, the total predictive effects of SENT are over twice as large during a contraction. As a second example, let excess market returns be the dependent variable. In this case, the predictive effects of SENT on returns during a sentiment expansion are positive and significant at the one percent level as a one standard deviation increase in SENT leads to an increase in excess market returns of 0.018 percent. Yet during contractions, a one standard deviation increase in sentiment predicts a decrease in returns of 0.018 − 0.084 = −0.067 percent per month that is significant at the 1 percent level. Hence, high sentiment relates to low future excess market returns only during contractions.
The reversal of the predictive effects of investor sentiment with regard to expansions and contractions persists for all of the portfolios listed in table 7. Thus, high sentiment predicts elevated returns during sentiment expansions, but low future returns during sentiment contractions for volatile stocks, young stocks, low value or growth stocks, stocks without earnings or dividends, small stocks, the market overall, high momentum stocks, and low momentum stocks.
12
Next, we analyze the effects of SENT on future returns during sentiment contractions 12 All of the coefficients in table 7 are significant at the 1 percent level except for the total effect during a sentiment contraction when the Medium − Low portfolio based on momentum is the dependent variable.
and expansions while controlling for the Fama-French factors and momentum in the following regression framework:
As above, z t is any of the long-short portfolios based on the various firm or stock characteristics. If one of the Fama-French factors or the momentum factor is the dependent variable, then it is not included in the set of regressors. Table 8 shows the results. In general, the findings are substantially similar to those described above: High values of SENT predict high returns during sentiment expansions, but low returns in sentiment contractions. 13 Moreover, in accordance with our previous findings, the predictive magnitudes are much larger during sentiment contractions. Overall, the results based on the model outlined in equation 4 suggest that the asymmetric predictive effects of SENT persist even after incorporating the usual controls.
[Insert Table 8 About Here]
In sum, the analyses from this section imply that the effects of sentiment on returns are asymmetric and match the theoretical predictions of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) . 14 Abreu and Brunnermeier contend that sophisticated investors advantageously hold long positions in speculative securities when optimism permeates through markets.
Then when sentiment fizzles, these same sophisticated investors reduce their holdings and attempt to exit the market. In accordance with this theory, we find that high values of SENT predict high returns during sentiment expansions, but low future returns during sentiment contractions. The results also suggest that the predictive effects are much larger during times of falling sentiment. These findings are also consistent with the anecdotal accounts documented in Temin and Voth (2004) , Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) , and Brunnermeier (2009).
13 The results in 8 do diverge in a couple of cases. When excess market returns or the returns on the High−Medium portfolio based on the momentum represent the dependent variable, the coefficient on SENT t−1 becomes insignificant. All other coefficients are significant at the 15 percent level.
14 See also Patterson and Douglas (2010) .
Asymmetric Predictive effects using Consumer Confidence and Baker and Wurgler's Sentiment Index
For comparison purposes, we conduct the above analysis using the University of Michigan Consumer Confidence Surveys and Baker and Wurgler's index, BWsent, as a substitute for SENT. First, we start with the consumer confidence index published by the University of Michigan. We follow Lemmon and Portniaguina (2006) and orthogonalize the index to various macroeconomic time series.
15 The regression model now takes the following form:
where z t is any one of the long-short portfolios described above, MICH is the orthogonalized Consumer Confidence Index, and MICH (β 1 + β 2 ) has the expected sign and is significant at the 15 percent level. Thus, during sentiment contractions, high levels of the Michigan Consumer Confidence Index predict low future returns for volatile stocks, low value stocks, stocks without earnings or dividends, small stocks, and low momentum stocks.
These results are substantially similar to those found above using SENT. Moreover, the coefficients on MICH t−1 and MICH
often have opposite signs, suggesting a reversal in the predictive effects of Michigan Consumer Confidence between sentiment expansions and contractions. Again, these results match our above findings, the anecdotal accounts documented in Temin and Voth (2004) and Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) , and the 15 We retain the residuals from a regression of the Michigan Consumer Confidence Index on durable and non-durable consumption, industrial production, the risk free interest rate, and dummy variable for NBER recessions. Our approach differs slightly from that in Lemmon and Portniaguina as we use the monthly Michigan Consumer Confidence surveys and monthly macroeconomic time series; they use quarterly data. theoretical predictions of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) .
[Insert Table 9 About Here] Next, we examine the predictive effects of BWsent after accounting for sentiment expansions and contractions. The regression model becomes
where BWsent Contr t−1 equals BWsent t−1 during a sentiment contraction and 0 otherwise.
As before, we use the sentiment contraction dates based on SENT. This approach may adversely affect our results as the turning points in SENT and BWsent differ in some
cases. Yet we continue to use contractions based on SENT for the model in equation 6 as these dates more closely correspond to anecdotal accounts of investor sentiment.
The results are in the right panel of table 9. In accordance with our previous findings, the sum of the coefficients on BWsent t−1 and BWsent
is large in magnitude and statistically significant. Thus, during sentiment contractions, high BWsent predicts low future returns. During sentiment expansions, however, the coefficient on BWsent t−1 is often insignificant; suggesting that the predictive effects of BWsent only persist during sentiment contractions. 16 Overall, these results are similar to those documented above which imply that the predictive effects of investor sentiment are large during sentiment contractions, but weak and relatively small in magnitude during sentiment expansions.
Interpretation of the Results
Thus far, the results suggest the interpretation of our index as a measure of sentiment and that the predictive relationship between sentiment and returns is asymmetric. We contend that SENT is a measure of investor sentiment as (1) it is constructed from the returns on lottery-like stocks that attract individual investors; (2) SENT closely tracks anecdotal episodes of investor behavior over the sample period; (3) the quantitative turning points in SENT found using the Bry and Boschan algorithm are nearly identical to the sentiment episodes outlined qualitatively in Baker and Wurgler (2006) ; (4) our index is markedly higher in the second half of the sample which matches the assertions by Shiller (2006) who argues that a number of social and cultural factors have led to increased sentiment since 1980; and (5) SENT is highly correlated with the sentiment proxy developed by Baker and Wurgler (2006) and is inversely related to the VIX stock market fear gauge and the media pessimism variable of Tetlock (2007) .
Our index not only captures the salient swings in investor behavior, but also more accurately times sentiment booms and busts than previously developed proxies. Furthermore, we show that SENT acts as a leading indicator over the sample period. Thus, our index timed the conclusion of the bubble precisely while the other proxies lagged behind. We also show that SENT predicts these other behavioral proxies in a regression framework. Together, these analyses suggest that our index captures investor sentiment via different channels than previously developed measures that allow for a more accurate timing of speculative episodes.
Using our index, we study the effects of investor sentiment on stock returns. Like previous studies, we find that high sentiment relates to low future returns for young stocks, growth stocks, stock without earnings or dividends, and stocks in distress for our sample overall. Yet our main new insights pertain to the relationship between sentiment and returns over various subperiods. More specifically, we compare sentiment to returns during sentiment contractions and expansions. Our results indicate that the predictive effects of sentiment on returns during expansions are positive but relatively small in magnitude, while high SENT predicts low future returns during sentiment contractions. This latter predictive relationship is highly significant, large in magnitude, and often represents a reversal compared to the predictive effects under sentiment expansions.
Moreover, our main finding is robust when we include the Fama-French and momentum factors as additional controls and use Baker and Wurgler's sentiment index or the University of Michigan Consumer Confidence Index as a substitute for SENT. Together, our findings match the analyses of Brunnermeier and Nagel (2004) , Temin and Voth (2004), and Brunnermeier (2009) that contend that sophisticated investors do not always act as corrective force in the presence of a sentiment based mispricing. As such, the results in this paper support the hypothesis that investor sentiment may affect stock returns through the synchronization risk of Abreu and Brunnermeier (2003) .
Conclusion
In this paper, we apply the returns on lottery-like stocks to develop and test a new index of investor sentiment for the stock market. Lottery-like stocks are used as individual investors are attracted to their speculative features. We find that our index accurately times speculative episodes and predicts other measures of investor sentiment. Using our index, we study the predictive effects of sentiment on stock returns. Like previous empirical studies, we find that high sentiment relates to low future returns over our entire sample period. Yet we also consider the relationship between sentiment and returns over various subperiods using regression analysis. The research results indicate that the predictive effects of SENT are weak but positive during trough-to-peak episodes of investor sentiment (sentiment expansions), but negative, large in magnitude, and highly significant in peak-to-trough periods (sentiment contractions). This suggests that the relationship between sentiment and returns is asymmetric. Overall, our findings closely correspond to the theories of investor sentiment involving synchronization risk where rational arbitrageurs build long positions as sentiment expands and then attempt to reduce their holdings of speculative securities before the crash. (2000); and Pessimism is the media pessimism variable of Tetlock (2007) . N is the number of observations in each regression and RMSE is the root mean-squared error. Bootstrapped p-values are listed in parentheses. One, two, and three asterisks represents significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels respectively. 196901 197312 196909 197112 197303 197709 198105 198209 198203 198305 198306 198912 198406 199108 Notes: Predictive regressions of the returns on long-short portfolios on SENT using the regression equation
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where SENT is the sentiment index and z t , the dependent variable, is one of the following long-short portfolios: (1) high volatility stocks minus low volatility stocks (σ); (2) young stocks minus old stocks (Age); (3) high value stocks minus low value stocks and medium value stocks minus low value stocks based on book-equity over market-equity (BE/ME); (4) stocks that do not pay dividends less those that do (Div); (5) stocks with earnings less than or equal to zero minus those with positive earnings (EARN); (6) the Fama-French small minus big factor (SMB); (7) excess market returns (MKT); (8) high momentum stocks minus medium momentum stocks and medium momentum stocks less low momentum stocks (MOM). If one of the Fama-French factors or the momentum factor is the dependent variable, we do not include it in the set of regressors. Bootstrapped p-values are listed in parentheses. One, two, and three asterisks represents significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels respectively. Notes: Predictive regressions of the returns on long-short portfolios on SENT using the regression equation
+ ε t where SENT is the sentiment index, SENT Contr equals SENT during sentiment contractions and zero otherwise, and z t , the dependent variable, is one of the following long-short portfolios: (1) high volatility stocks minus low volatility stocks (σ); (2) young stocks minus old stocks (Age); (3) high value stocks minus low value stocks and medium value stocks minus low value stocks based on book-equity over market-equity (BE/ME); (4) stocks that do not pay dividends less those that do (Div); (5) stocks with earnings less than or equal to zero minus those with positive earnings (EARN); (6) the Fama-French small minus big factor (SMB); (7) excess market returns (MKT); (8) high momentum stocks minus medium momentum stocks and medium momentum stocks less low momentum stocks (MOM). If one of the Fama-French factors or the momentum factor is the dependent variable, we do not include it in the set of regressors. Bootstrapped p-values are listed in parentheses. One, two, and three asterisks represents significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels, respectively. Notes: Predictive regressions of the returns on long-short portfolios on SENT using the regression equation
where SENT is the sentiment index, SENT Contr equals SENT during sentiment contractions and zero otherwise, and z t , the dependent variable, is one of the following long-short portfolios: (1) high volatility stocks minus low volatility stocks (σ); (2) young stocks minus old stocks (Age); (3) high value stocks minus low value stocks and medium value stocks minus low value stocks based on book-equity over market-equity (BE/ME); (4) stocks that do not pay dividends less those that do (Div); (5) stocks with earnings less than or equal to zero minus those with positive earnings (EARN); (6) the Fama-French small minus big factor (SMB); (7) excess market returns (MKT); (8) high momentum stocks minus medium momentum stocks and medium momentum stocks less low momentum stocks (MOM). If one of the Fama-French factors or the momentum factor is the dependent variable, we do not include it in the set of regressors. Bootstrapped p-values are listed in parentheses. One, two, and three asterisks represents significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels respectively. 
A Appendix: The Dynamic Factor Model
In this section we describe the dynamic factor model. Like principal component analysis (PCA), dynamic factor models extract a component from a set of time series. Unlike PCA, dynamic factor models allow us to compile a factor in levels from differenced series.
Let r it stand for each the orthogonalized return series, Div, Earn, Size, and Lowmom.
We specify the model as follows:
r it = γ i ∆c t + ε it , i = 1, . . . , 5
φ(L)∆c t = ω t , ω t ∼ N (0, 1) (8)
∆c t = ∆C t − δ is the component common to all series, ε it is an idiosyncratic component, γ i is the factor loading, and L is the lag operator. To derive the unobserved common component representing the levels index, we need to identify δ. Our approach follows Stock and Watson (1991) who noticed that ∆C t is a function of past lags of ∆Y t .
Stock and Watson then derive an estimate of δ by taking the expected value of ∆C t . Once we have an estimate for δ, we can compile C t . C t is the common component representing the levels sentiment index (SENT).
We place the model into state-space form and then estimate the model using the Bayesian multimove Gibbs-sampling approach based on Carter and Kohn (1994) and Kim and Nelson (1998) . The Bayesian method takes into account parameter uncertainty by jointly estimating the state vector and the model parameters.
To implement the estimation algorithm, we use the MCMC Gibbs-sampling method.
We run the algorithm 10,000 times and drop the first 2000 iterations. Using the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), we choose two lags for φ(L) and two lags for each ψ i (L).
For a further explanation of these techniques, see Kim and Nelson (1998) or Harvey, Koopman and Shephard (2004) . 
